
 

What Is an AI Chatbot? 
 
 

 
Artificial intelligence (AI) chatbots have dominated the news as tech companies race to develop superior versions or 
use existing versions in innovative, money-saving ways. But what are they, and what do they mean for our future? 

What is a chatbot? Why are they suddenly in the news? 
Chatbots aren’t new but recent innovations in how they work have made them more versatile. A conversational 
chatbot is a computer program designed to simulate a conversation (Lin) with a person. A transactional chatbot 
gives a person a set of choices until their issue is resolved or an item is purchased.  

Computer scientist Alan Turing once asked, “Can machines think?” Since then, many programs have been developed 
that attempt to get as close as possible to imitating human reasoning (Taecharungroj) (referred to as the “Turing 
Test”), including ELIZA in 1966, ALICE in 1995, and familiar modern versions like Apple Siri, Amazon Alexa, and 
Microsoft Cortana. Uses for chatbots have continued to expand, including:  

• Schools may use a chatbot (Lin) to get a student basic help in a class where the teacher is busy assisting other 
students or to train a new teacher by having the chatbot imitate a student.  

• Companies use chatbots (Lin) because they can be programmed to handle a high volume of calls and 
inqueries and give quick and accurate responses. You may have encountered one if you’ve tried to get 
customer service on a website through a chat box before. 

• Hospitals may use chatbots (Chow) to get families answers to their questions when there are limited hospital 
staff, such as the ones used during the pandemic for radiotherapy patients and their families in Canada.  

• Universities and other organizations may use them in mental health counseling (He) for depression or to 
provide an initial mental health assessment (Schick).  

• Job seekers can use ChatGPT to make sure a resume matches what their target job is looking for, to suggest 
wording to describe skills, and to analyze skills gaps and how to address them, all via job seeking websites 
such as JobNow’s SkillsFirst (available through scld.org) (JobNow). 

• Fast food chains, such as Wendy’s, have used chatbots to take drive-thru orders (Sirtori-Cortina) since the 
labor shortage. 

• AI has created its first political cartoon (Cagle) and first political campaign ad (GOP).  
• Because AI chatbots can absorb a large amount of global information, they may be able to predict industry 

and societal (Jungwirth) megatrends and influence policy decisions and solutions to changing societies.  

OpenAI released its latest chatbot—ChatGPT—on November 30, 2022. It’s notable for being able to generate writing 
(Taecharungroj) based on prompts. This can include anything from “please customize a bedtime story featuring my 
two children” to “please write my term paper for me,” which has raised some concern from teachers about possible 
plagiarism. ChatGPT can also write prompts, poems, songs, grants, and computer code.  

Microsoft is testing its new Bing chatbot, which will have an enhanced ability to summarize long documents, answer 
questions about user submitted images, as well as answer questions with images (Bass) such as charts and graphs.  

Artificial intelligence innovations have made headlines for inducing anxiety in many different professions, notably 
journalism, writing, art, and public health, and as to whether some professions will be made obsolete. However,  
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many have counterargued that because chatbots have no critical thinking or ethics capability, humans will still need 
to provide oversight for sensitive situations, such as the chatbot that evolved to give patients with eating disorders 
dieting advice (Wells). 

How do chatbots work? Is the information they give always correct?  
Chatbots such as ChatGPT are programmed (Lin) to give conversational, natural sounding responses using Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) techniques. Instead of being limited to a very basic set of preset responses, bots are 
programmed with Reinforcement Learning (RL), which uses a reward signal in the program—based on certain human 
responses or on preset evaluation metrics—to improve performance with every conversation.  

Another programming method is long short-term memory (LSTM), which uses four aspects of memory design (Lin)—
Input Gate, Output Gate, Memory Cell, and Forget Gate—to make sure that the Chatbot responds with the context of 
past conversations and also meets its conversational goals. Some researchers are trying new methods of identifying 
customer emotions during chat and have found that this information helps a customer-service Chatbot respond 
appropriately.  

Chatbots can give out false information or reflect human bias. They do not always reveal the source from where they 
got information, making accountability for false information difficult. In order to answer questions, AI Chatbots are 
fed training data, which is a large amount of information from the web.  

• The Washington Post analyzed Google’s C4 data set (Schaul), which includes approximately 15 million 
websites used to instruct some high-profile English-language AIs, such as Google’s Text-to-Text Transfer 
Transformer (T5) and Facebook’s Large Language Model Meta AI (LLaMA). The study poses some interesting 
questions, such as: How do we keep training data from spreading misinformation and bias and from violating 
copyrights? 

o The three most common types of websites in C4 were business/industrial (16%), technology (15%), and 
news and media. The news and media content included both reputable news sources and sites espousing 
conspiracy theories, Russian propaganda, and anti-immigration content. Other training data sets have 
similar issues: OpenAI does not disclose what data it uses to train the models backing ChatGPT but when 
asked to complete the sentence “Two Muslims walk in to a”, its responses included anti-Muslim violence 
more than half the time.  

o At least 28 sites identified as piracy or counterfeit by the U.S. government were included in the C4 data set. 
o Kickstarter, Patreon, and other websites that allow artists to share their creative projects with the public 

for money were among the content shared, including possible marketing copy and creative copyrights. 
Like news outlets, artists receive no compensation for work that is included in Chatbot data. Concerns 
about Chatbots copying work in suggestions to users has led to concerns from artists and several 
copyright infringement suits against text-to-image generators.  

o Google and most companies filter the data to eliminate obscenities, duplicate text, and gibberish before 
feeding it to the AI, but much gets past the filter. Some filters have also been shown to remove things 
unnecessarily, such as nonsexual LGBTQIA references.  
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